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About Volunteering Taiwan
From January 1st of 2017, we changed our name to Volunteering Taiwan after 16
years with IAVE Taiwan to challenge the diversified volunteering development.
Volunteering Taiwan will take the initiative of "Building diversified and
professional volunteer services", in addition to inheriting the mission of IAVE
Representative Office, and will actively integrate the resources of Taiwan's volunteer
service with the global civil society in order to establish a more efficient platform of
action.
Volunteering Taiwan has actively promoted cross-sectoral integration,
strengthened the participation of non-governmental organizations, academia,
government departments, and business sector volunteer services, both in the
advocacy of international social issues and in the two-way cooperation program of
global volunteers.
The promotion of domestic volunteer education and the participation of global public
affairs make it possible for Taiwanese citizens to enter the international social issues
improvement process through the existence of Volunteering Taiwan.
Over the past 16 years, Volunteering Taiwan has been actively allied with
various domestic and international NGOs/NPOs to respond the social needs and led
partner organizations to participate in relevant events to show the inclusive force from
Taiwan. We are actively developing the variety of volunteer action for the volunteers
of different generation to take part to engage in the way of social changing.
"Volunteer service" is not just about service. It's about give and take for young people
to have career exploration.
"Volunteer service" is not just about service. It's about build a healthy community and
help it self-sustaining for corporate to fulfill the Social Responsibility.
"Volunteer service" is not just about service. It’s about eliminating ethnic differences
through citizen governance for government to hold a greater transparency in its
operations.
We help every interested group to build up a new future by various skill-based
volunteer programs. Let volunteering full of value & attractiveness and then to
achieve a comprehensive "volunteer service" practice.
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Message from President
“Faith is the bird that feels the light and sings when the dawn is still dark.”―
Rabindranath Tagore.
The magazine Business Weekly listed several new
business models which are launched by long-established
companies. Because we have the mutual belief, we can clear
out those dark corners and create a bigger stage. During the
past 16 years, Volunteering Taiwan has keep the faith which is
"Strength befall those who have faith in them." Volunteering
Taiwan is like fire. We encourage volunteers to have
enthusiasm and have strength to do good. We are connected
with international and provide NGO resources platform. We believe we can make the
better future.
From January 1st of 2017, we changed our name to Volunteering Taiwan after
16 years with IAVE Taiwan to challenge the diversified volunteering development. We
continue to promote the corporate volunteering since the year of 2016. We invite
business partners to work in volunteering area and encourage them donate money if
they have money and donate labor if they have muscle in order to fulfill corporate
social responsibility. Since then, we have begun to gather all the strength to prepare
"Taiwan Enterprise Volunteer Award" in recognition of their contribution, specifically
to input the resources of corporate volunteering in the global age.
Volunteering Taiwan will take the initiative of "Building diversified and
professional volunteer services." At the meantime we have actively promoted crosssectoral integration, strengthened the participation of non-governmental
organizations, academia, government departments, and business sector volunteer
services, both in the advocacy of international social issues and in the two-way
cooperation program of global volunteers.
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Volunteering 2.0 on the way
Debbie S.F. Huang
Secretary General of Volunteering Taiwan
National Representative to IAVE
In the year of 2016 is the initial year to launch Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs). How can volunteer service adapt to deal with a rapidly changing world and
meet the need for Sustainable Development in the next following years? I presented
the "Volunteering 2.0" at the 2016 IAVE World Conference in Mexico, which I marked
the definition of "Volunteering 2.0" as an advanced and active way to get involved the
professional perspectives and make a positive impact on Sustainable Development.
The whole concept of Volunteering 2.0 is different from Volunteering 1.0. The concept
of Volunteering 1.0 is more like an individual have the ability to do good deeds and
at the same time call for more people to do together. However, in Volunteering 2.0,
we hope that this collective force comes from more diverse stakeholders, whether it
is business, nonprofit, academia, and government.
Volunteering 1.0 helps
volunteers do better volunteer service through training. In Volunteering 2.0 we hope
to use the professional skills of volunteers to reach an effective allocation of human
resources and high-performance volunteer services. Volunteering 1.0 is that
volunteer dedicates their own time, wisdom and ability to an individual or community.
Volunteering 2.0 applies commercial strategies to maximize improvements in social
impact alongside profits for external shareholders and helps community selfsustaining. Both volunteers and people being served can grow together to mutual
benefit in the long term. If Volunteering 1.0 is to do volunteer service on a nonprofit
basis, we hope that Volunteering 2.0 will be able to use the business strategy and
make volunteer service as an effective catalyst to stimulate the next step in
employment and entrepreneurship. We hope that through Volunteering 2.0 more
people are willing to enjoy volunteering.
Volunteering 2.0 is actively engaged in cross-sectoral integration between youth
volunteers, corporate volunteers and social enterprises, which outlines the mission
of Volunteering Taiwan. We hope that through the cross-sectoral cooperation
platform, so that all the parties can work together to increase the impact of specific
issues.
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VOLUNTEERING TAIWAN ON A GLOBAL TRACK

Volunteering Taiwan was founded in 2001 as IAVE National
Representative Office for Taiwan. Volunteering Taiwan aims to create
a collaborative platform to link between local and International
voluntary sectors.
During the past 16 years, Volunteering Taiwan has successfully
led over 1500 groups from the governments, NGOs and companies
to participate in IAVE World Volunteer Conference and Regional
Volunteer Conference and presented a hundred more papers to
share the viewpoints of Taiwan which have established a model for
Taiwanese citizens to participate in NGO activities.
We sincerely invite you to review the programs that Volunteering
Taiwan has led to complete in International volunteers and
Sustainable Development Goals related activities.
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24th IAVE WORLD VOLUNTEER CONFERENCE

The 24th International Volunteer Association (IAVE) World Conference was held
in Mexico City from November 3rd to 10th, 2016. A total of eleven members of the
Taiwan delegation participated in the Global Conference and four of the other young
students also participated in the Youth Forum. They are from 6 organizations which
are Volunteering Taiwan, National Chengchi University- Institute of International
relations, Noordhoff Craniofacial Foundation, Taiwan Association for Volunteer Effort,
The Garden of Hope Foundation presented their volunteering projects in line with the
conference theme, “volunteering for social change” respectively. The IAVE World
Conference will be held every two years in different cities, bringing together the
leaders of national government and NGO circles to hold key discussions on global
social trends. Its outcome will serve as a reference for UN Volunteer Services,
government policy, academia and civil society as a basis for volunteer development.
The theme of the conference was "Volunteering for Social Change". A total of thirteen
articles were submitted by all sectors of community in Taiwan. After intense selection,
a total of five programs were selected to be published in the conference, accounting
for 3.5% of the total meeting volume, and 7% of the non-Latin American countries.
The Taiwanese volunteer community has the opportunity to share its volunteer
program with the world in the international arena, which is the second largest country
in terms of its influence.
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As the International Relations Research Center of National Chengchi University
Professor Wang who is one of the speakers in world conference mentioned that IAVE
World Conference made her more aware of the urgency of the establishment of
volunteer integration mechanism. Taiwan have to face the transition from the episodic
stage to the Skill-based volunteer phase in order to expand volunteers' international
perspective and depth of involvement in volunteerism, and to nurture leaders in
Taiwan's volunteer workforce.
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TAIWAN NGO INTERNATIONAL TRAINING PROGRAM

The year of 2016 is a crucial year for all the global community.
The 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) adopted by world leaders in
September 2015 at an historic UN Summit — officially came into force. In
recognition of the establishment of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) set
up by the United Nations, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (Taiwan) and Volunteering
Taiwan co-operated with the "2016 Taiwan NGO International Training Program" to
promote Taiwan Civil Force & Global Action. The aim is to strengthen the
understanding of SDG among domestic NGO partners and to encourage Taiwanese
civil society to participate in global emerging issues through seminars and workshops,
and to make Taiwan an active and constructive partner of the international community.
The event was kicked off in Taipei and Kaohsiung on August 6 and 20,
respectively, and the opening ceremony was officiated by Vice Minister of the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs. The workshop received a considerable response and including a
couple from French benefited a lot. In addition to understand the global social agenda
for the next fifteen years, they finally found the direction in the field of International
volunteerism in France. One of the other participants said that "the workshop brought
people from all over Taiwan with the same vision. The Sustainable Development
Goals like giving everyone a ladder to climb more efficiently onto the giants' shoulders
to see whether Taiwan was playing an active role in international humanitarian
practice and what else we can contribute as NGO partners.
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CHEERS FOR INTERNATIONAL VOLUNTEER DAY

In response to the International
Volunteer Day on 5 December,
Volunteering Taiwan organized a "LOVE
Exchange Carnival" on December 3rd,
2016 in Kaohsiung. "LOVE Exchange
Carnival" was a joint campaign for
celebrating
International
Volunteer
Day6. There were five main booths of
market stalls which includes variety
kinds of DIY Eco-friendly toys, SDG
Board
Games,
i
Good-selection
(materials donation) and i Volunteer check-in (#IVD 2016 selfie show) at the venue.
Through "LOVE Exchange Carnival" we hope to create structures that foster and
sustain local volunteerism and help the public understand the diversity of
volunteering.
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YOUTH VOLUNTEER X SERVICE LEARNING

Let volunteering full of value & attractiveness…..
What is the significance of "volunteerism" for young people? Through
a multi-faceted orientation of volunteerism, young people are able to
develop a harmonious relationship between service and learning,
from awareness to practice, and to develop the capacities needed to
face the future world.
These capacities are included in stimulate civic awareness, perceive
the needs of the community, participate in public affairs, experience
the wisdom of the people, explore ways to solve the problems, build
up the intercultural teamwork... and so on. These are all the good
way learning from the service to expand the unlimited potential of
youth.
"Volunteerism" has turned the young generation into a new
momentum of wisdom and energy.
Volunteering ...is not just service, but also to explore career, to the
world.
A small determination will change your life.
Volunteering you & me!
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VOLUNTEERING IN 2016 JCI ASPAC KAOHSIUNG
The Asia Pacific Regional Conference (ASPAC) was successfully brought to
Taiwan by the JCI BoAi Branch. The event was held in Kaohsiung from May 30 to
June 5, and Volunteering Taiwan was honored to be appointed as the organizer of
volunteer team to be part of JCI Conference. In order to share the joy of this activity
with the people in Kaohsiung we especially recruited 200 volunteers in this
conference. Volunteering Taiwan was responsible for training and on-site
management. From volunteer training to practical service volunteers all did a very
wonderful mutual cooperation and won the appreciation of International participants.
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CULTURAL STUDY TOUR IN TAIWAN FOR YOUTH FROM HONG
KONG AND MACAO
2016 Cultural Study Tour in Taiwan for Youth from Hong Kong and Macao, the
study tour initiated by Mainland Affair Council (MAC) of Executive Yuan was held in
Taichung, Changhua and Chiayi from June 27th to July 1st, 2016 respectively.
Volunteering Taiwan was proud to organize this youth exchange program for two
consecutive years. This year students from Taiwan, Hong Kong and Macau have
been invited to learn about the creativity of Taiwanese art. There were 26 students
from Taiwan and 59 from Hong Kong and Macau who are invited to participate in total.
With different cultural activities and workshops in the 5-day trip, students can have
the better understanding of the diversity of arts in Taiwan and establish good
relationships with others from different areas.
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JOURNEY OF DREAMS─ INTERNATIONAL YOUTH
VOLUNTEERING CAMP IN BATAM, INDONESIA & SINGAPORE
Journey of Dreams (JOD) is the youth volunteer exchange project initiated by
Volunteering Taiwan since 2011 which serves a good start for young people who are
interested in volunteering overseas. During recent years, our teams have
successfully contributed in Cambodia, Canada, China, Macao, and Singapore. This
year, Journey of Dream took place in Batam, Indonesia & Singapore in collaboration
with National Volunteer & Philanthropy Center (NVPC), IAVE National representative
office in Singapore and interacted with the local youth from Republic Polytechnic.
One of the members Chia-Hsin, Liao said, this was an amazing journey which left me
a deep impression. "The volunteer service makes me feel that the elders are
connected with us not only in physical needs but companionship." Service learning
tutor Nina Huang was especially touched by these students.” Each of them has
limited knowledge about the service learning first, after the practice, they
gained lifelong beneficiary experiences at last.” Nina said,” this is a good opportunity
for young people to learn and grow through the volunteering.”
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GLOBAL HARBOR CITIES FORUM VOLUNTEER TRAINING AND
APPLICATION PROGRAM

The 2016 Global Harbor Cities Forum is a platform for addressing the sustainable
economic growth of harbor cities. The goal of the Forum is to facilitate international
cooperation between harbor cities.
The event was held in Kaohsiung from September 6th to 8th, 2016. Volunteering
Taiwan was honored to receive the invitation from the organizer-Uniplan - Intercon
Convention Management Consultancy as a partner team for volunteer training and
application projects.
It is a wonderful experience to work with over 200 volunteers from universities, NPOs,
and corporate sectors. Especially for these volunteers serve in VIP reception, they
had to pick up VIP in the middle of the night and see them off early in the morning
and even accompanied VIP in the rain. Volunteers did really make VIP at home and
show volunteer's sense of mission.
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CROSS-STRAIT YOUTH VOLUNTEERING WORKSHOP
The benchmark project of Mainland Affairs Council which collaborated with
Volunteering Taiwan -- Cross-Strait Youth Volunteering Workshop has marched its
fifth year since 2012. The workshop has successfully cultivated more than 1,570
volunteers and let students from China fully interact with students in Taiwan on
volunteerism.
Volunteering Taiwan has organized the workshop and guided students to get involved
in volunteering in-depth and most importantly guided the new generation to build up
mutual trust and friendship through volunteer service. There were four workshops
this year including Social Services, Cultural Inheritance, Community Development
and Ecological Sustainability. 19 well-experienced mentors and 37 community
practitioners come to join to share their volunteering experiences. Many of the
participants highly praised the event. One of the participants Jun-Yi, Wu from the
Department of German Language in Tamkang University said, the reason why she
participated this activity is to know more about the differences between cross-strait
students. She found out that students from mainland China are more proactive to ask
questions rather than Taiwanese students. Another student from mainland China
studied in Department of Information Management at Providence University hopes
that the Cross-Strait Youth Volunteering Workshop can continue to carry on. It is
indeed a rare opportunity for cross-strait students to learn and communicate each
other, and help to promote the development of service culture.
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VOLUNTEERING HOLIDAY IN CHIAYI TEA MOUNTAIN TRIBE
About forty volunteers from the Youth Commission of Macao Residence and
University of Macau Students' Union came to Taiwan to experience the indigenous
life of Tsao people and traditional culture from December 18 to 22, 2016 and from
December 19 to 23, 2016 respectively. All of volunteers of younger generation who
full of energy brought vitality to this rural mountain area in Alishan Township during
these days of volunteer services. Volunteers worked in the only one primary school
of this mountain and helped to paint the wall and planted some flowers in school
garden. When volunteers saw the achievement of what they had done, they were so
excited and even the principal and school teachers were touched by the effort of
young volunteers.
Volunteering Holiday in Chiayi Tea Mountain Tribe open a culture window for all the
young people to know more and figure how wonderful to volunteer in Taiwan
indigenous tribe. Through the Youth International Volunteer Exchange program, we
hope to bring more new resources to the tribes and reverse the living environment of
remote communities with any kinds of forms.
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TAIWAN LANTERN FESTIVAL IN YUNLIN
The Lantern Festival was expected to garner presence for Taiwan in the world, just
like the Oktoberfest of Munich, the Sapporo Snow Festival, and the Carnival of Brazil
that draw visitors from all parts of the globe.
Twenty-eight years have passed since the Tourism Bureau held the festival for the
first time in 1990. Each year the festival is featured by one giant Chinese zodiac
animal lantern, in addition to supporting lantern areas such as blessing and joyful
lantern areas. Due to the scale and complexity of large-scale activities, Yunlin county
government treat volunteers as an important resources. Hence, the SecretaryGeneral Debbie Huang share service training and what character volunteers should
have during the activity, that is attitude and etiquette.
With the help of 10,000 event makers, volunteers work together to bring traditional
celebration to the International stage during Chinese New Year Month.
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FROM VOLUNTEERING TO SOCIAL ENTERPRISE

Volunteering Taiwan has actively promoted "Volunteering 2.0." We
appeal to professional volunteer action, which "Volunteering 2.0"
applies commercial strategies and skills to maximize improvements
in social impact alongside profits for external stakeholders and helps
community self-sustaining. Volunteers participate in social
enterprises in a variety of fields which includes become a creators,
supporters, or consumers and they got great new ideas and expertise
to transform the world become a better place.
Everyone can find their own role in the social enterprise, and to
create a place where everyone can be employed, or to be an
entrepreneur.
Teaching a man how to fish is better than giving him a fish.
Volunteering 2.0 will go further to create an environment which is
abundance of fish.
We would encourage the volunteers with skills of diversity to work
together and promote community economics from volunteering to
social enterprise.
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SOCIAL ENTERPRISE CAPACITY BUILDING OF VOLUNTEER
PROGRAM

Social Enterprise Capacity Building Program invited experts and scholars from
Community Enterprise in Scotland (CEIS), an internationally renowned social
enterprise development organization, to come to Taiwan from August 14th to August
19th, 2016 in Taiwan Stock Exchange Corporation (Taipei 101 Office Building 1st
floor) conducts a professional capacity training workshop. In order to provide young
people with the opportunity to engage in social enterprise or social entrepreneurship,
the organizer choose 10 outstanding youths as volunteers and another 50 social
entrepreneurs to participate in quality training of world-renowned social enterprises
course.
During these six-days, volunteers had established bonded relationship. One of the
young volunteers Kuan-Ta Lee had a deep understanding about volunteering. He
was so inspired this sentence, "Volunteer service is not only kill time but a
professional service" said by Debbie Huang.
He hope to practice what he has learned from the program and set into his career
planning.
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TAIWAN SOCIAL ENTERPRISE FORUM AND WORKSHOP
Volunteering Taiwan has been paid close attention on the development of social
enterprise and look forward to implement volunteering into social entrepreneurship.
We continued to carry on Taiwan Social Enterprise Forum and Workshop since we
had an experienced-based in Kaohsiung in 2015. This year we also participated in
the preparation of the "2016 Social Enterprise Forum and Workshop" with the
cooperation of Ministry of Labor, Workforce Development Agency, Yunlin-ChiayiTainan Regional Branch.
The main purpose of this forum is to share the value of social enterprise, to showcase
examples of agricultural social enterprise patterns and offer strategies for social
enterprises in seeking to level up their social impact.
In addition, we hope to provide the platform for Taiwan young farmers, entrepreneurs,
NGO, corporations, scholars, and government agencies and other workers to
exchange the experience and expertise with International communities. We also
expect that the general public aware of another way of dealing with social challenges
that is social enterprise, in addition to traditional volunteerism.
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CORPORATE VOLUNTEERING

In the era of universal governance, enterprises are expected to be
responsible for social fairness and justice.
Its business strategy not only focus on product and service
improvement, but also committed to the transformation of corporate
culture, and the overall social formation of resource integration,
partnership and cross-sectoral cooperation.
In 2006, International Association for Volunteer Effort launched the
Global Corporate Volunteer Council. GCVC aims to showcase both
proven and promising practices in corporate volunteering while
raising awareness of the impact companies are having on critical
human, social, environmental and economic problems throughout
the world.
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THE BIG TENT --CORPORATE VOLUNTEERING IN THE
GLOBAL AGE
IAVE has been promoting corporate volunteering since 2006 and there are
numerous achievements around the world. Dr. Kenn Allen led a professional team to
make a research and complete the publishing of “THE BIG TENT: Corporate
Volunteering in the Global Age” which covered 48 corporate volunteering case
studies in 2012. With the authorization from IAVE, Volunteering Taiwan has spent
nearly a year to publish the Chinese version. Since this book received abundant
positive responses from the business community, we will provide e-books on the
official website for reference in order to promote the concept of this book.
In addition, we will provide "Enterprise Volunteers Performance Evaluation Index" as
a measurement tool to facilitate the establishment of a balanced development of
corporate volunteer program.
Please stay tuned!
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Upcoming Events in 2017
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第 15 屆 IAVE 國際志工年會亞太區域年會
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